OhioDIG Meeting Notes | November 15, 2017

**Featured Update - Columbus Metropolitan Library, Aaron O'Donovan**

The Columbus Metropolitan Library has become a partner the [Community Webs](#) project. Community Webs is a two year IMLS and Internet Archive funded program to provide education, applied training, cohort support, and web archiving services for public librarians to develop expertise in web archiving.

Over the next two years, participating libraries will collectively preserve over 35 terabytes of web based community heritage materials for long-term access, contribute to educational resources relating to web archiving and digital preservation, and explore new forms of local engagement and partnerships through public programming support. The resulting resources and materials will be made publicly available to other institutions interested in pursuing their own web archiving programs.

They join 25 other public libraries in the project.

**General Notes**

Amy McCory has a time in/time out function for Access - willing to share

OCLC CONTENTdm Users meeting - August 1 and 2

Best Practices Exchange - Looking for a Fall 2018 site, maybe Ohio?

**Shoutout**

Promote your projects nationally by reaching out to Research Buzz ([https://researchbuzz.me/](https://researchbuzz.me/)).

**Individual reports:**

- **Ohio Digital Network (Penelope Shumaker, Peter Kukla, Jen Johnson)**
  - Still working towards gathering the 50,000 records needed for DPLA review
  - Will take parts of collections that are ready for ingest, the whole collection doesn’t need to be ready
  - Jen is happy to come out to your organization and talk about ODN and DPLA. Talk can be for you, staff, or patrons.
  - Currently working on ODN specific website and branding, expected to be completed by the end of the year

- **State Library (Missy Lodge, Shannon Kupfer)**
  - Applications are being accepted for [Library Leadership Ohio](#). Will be at the Quest Center July 17-20, applications are open (online), tuition is $500, covers room and board
  - New Epson Large Format printer now in place

- **Ohio History Connection (Jenni Salamon, Lily Birkhimer)**
  - 2 new digitized German language newspapers added to Chronicling America
  - Working on adding a dozen plus non-English papers
  - Continuing to work on the NEH WWI project, new content is constantly being added - Recently added items from the Middletown Historical Society, the University of Akron, and the Hayes Presidential Center
  - First lesson planned related to the NEH project has been released
  - Transcription crowdsourcing tool will be coming soon
  - Metadata working group- tasked with reaching out to people to do supplemental teaching for non contentdm content management systems
- Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County (Stephanie Bricking, Katrina Marshall)
  - Working on cleaning up Metadata for ODN/DPLA
  - Digital Services has merged with the Local History and Genealogy department
- Columbus Metropolitan Library - Martin Luther King Branch (Hydy Cates)
  - Working on MLK archive
  - New building being built
- Ohio Genealogical Society (Tom Neel)
  - Working on scanning local pre-1930 yearbooks and family histories
  - Looking for ways to manage and maintain the website
- College of Wooster (Catherine Newton)
  - Working on migrating records from CONTENTdm to Digital Commons
- Denison (Sasha Griffin, Charles Busby)
  - External review of the Archives was recently completed. New strategic initiatives are placing a focus on greater digitization
  - Migrating spreadsheets to Archon
  - Student Journal digitization
- National Museum of the USAF (Lonna McKinley)
  - Looking for ways to manage digitization projects for patrons and internal projects
- University of Akron (Brittany Hayes)
  - Recently digitized a TV special from 1970 about the marching band. Currently working on adding and matching the audio
- MidPointe Library System (Adam Wanter)
  - Cleaning up legacy collections
  - Standardizing our descriptions
- Cleveland State University (Marsha Miles)
  - Making the move from a self hosted CONTENTdm to OCLC hosted.
- Oberlin College (Megan Mitchell)
  - Moving to Bepress
  - Working on a Dime Novel digitization pilot project
- Otterbein University (Sarah Hickey, Stephen Grinch)
  - Continuing work on the theater collection digitization
  - Have digitized programs, photos, reviews, ads and more from 1950 to current
  - Newer items are causing viewing trouble
- Licking County Records and Archives (Sophia McGuire)
  - Prepping for a move to a new facility
  - Working on a great deal of cataloging created by the move
- Cleveland Public Library (Rachel Senese)
  - Records are almost ready for ODN/DPLA
  - General metadata overhaul is almost complete
  - Working on several digitization projects
    - 10 scrapbooks for the Cleveland Orchestra
    - Newspaper for the Brooklyn Historical Society
  - Institutional history work for upcoming anniversary
  - Continuing work with the Community Web
- Bowling Green State University (Lindy Smith)
  - Working on records for ODN/DPLA
  - Digitizing pre-1923 sheet music, about half of which is WWI era
  - Is anyone using Omeka-S
- The Ohio State University (Tressa Graves, Amy McCory, Emily Shaw, Jana Murphy)
  - Work continues on the digitization of the Ottoman-Turkish books
- Project makes use of Internet Archives automatic processing process (paid service)
- As the items are being worked with, Arabic titles and metadata are being added to the catalog records
- Right to left paging is an issue for Internet Archive
  - Organizational restructuring is underway
    - Bringing a fresh look to the various digitization workflows currently in place
    - Attempting to improve patron driven on demand digitization across the university
  - Looking to expand Internet Archive and Hathitrust workflows
  - Working on conservation/preservation/digitization project on paper treatment files and images for better management
  - March OhioDIG - AV Collection Preservation Planning
- Case Western Reserve University (Stephanie Becker)
  - Migrating IR from Hyrdra/Fedora to Islandora
  - Working on new digitization workflows and management
- Columbus Metropolitan Library (Aaron O’Donovan, Angela O’Neal)
  - Working on several digitization projects
    - City Bulletins
    - David Lucas Collection (city photographer)
    - County Newspapers
    - Ohio Travel Collection
    - Many more
  - Recently completed Rights Statement work
    - Reworked deed of gifts and community digitization forms to be more in line with DPLA/ rightstatements.org
    - Made its easier to use and understand
    - Willing to share forms
- Nationwide Insurance (Sadie Chen)
  - Web archiving with Archive It
  - Working on innovation trying to capture local instances of the website that appear for users based on IP address. Example is locations experiencing disasters get different website tailored for them.
- OCLC (Erik Mayer)
  - OCLC has joined the IIIF Consortium
- Ohio University (Janet Carleton)
  - Will be forming a task force to evaluate and create workflows and policy related to rights assessment
  - Officially merged with Preservation
  - Working on finding funding to digitize and transcribe whole author interviews. Currently only short broadcast segments of the interviews have been digitized and transcribed
  - Phase 1 camera up and running (it is great)
  - Civil War digitization is complete, ingest is ongoing
  - Started digitizing African American student newspaper
  - Will be working on a digitization collection involving embroidery